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		About Us

	We are one of Glasgow's best-kept secrets tucked away below the bustle of Bath Street. This family-run eatery has a small but expertly curated menu, with traditional gastro dishes amidst a range unique Scottish twists.















		244 Bath St, Glasgow G2 4JW



	
		
		0141 332 2732
	



	
		
info@minigrillglasgow.co.uk
	



	
		
		Monday - Saturday 12pm - 10pm // Sunday 12pm - 9pm
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            💅 We had Glasgow’s very own Barbie @jodialexa
            	                    [image: 💅 We had Glasgow’s very own Barbie @jodialexander_ fresh off shooting her role in the upcoming Barbie movie back home and into Mini Grill 🥩 Link in bio to book a table!]
        
    



    
        
            🔥 Slow roasted pork belly with a side of FLAMES
            	                    [image: 🔥 Slow roasted pork belly with a side of FLAMES. One of our new must-try starters. Come visit us soon 🙏 link in bio to book a table. #glasgowfood]
        
    



    
        
            OMG. Is that a Yorkshire pudding filled with haggi
            	                    [image: OMG. Is that a Yorkshire pudding filled with haggis Bon bond and peppercorns sauce?! Yes. Yes it is. 🏴 Link in bio to book a table #glasgowfood]
        
    



    
        
            We’re know for our steak 🥩 HOWEVER, we are so
            
	                
	            	                    [image: We’re know for our steak 🥩 HOWEVER, we are so much more than that ✨ We use the the finest Scottish seafood from the best local suppliers.  Pictured 📸 Pan-Fried Halibut & Hand Dived Scottish King Scallops  Link in bio to book a table.]
        
    



    
        
            Best seat in the house 🌞 Bank holiday weekend s
            
	                
	            	                    [image: Best seat in the house 🌞 Bank holiday weekend starts now 🍻 Link in bio to get booked in!   📸 @erinm.ooney]
        
    



    
        
            NEW 🍔 We recently switched up our burger recipe
            
	                
	            	                    [image: NEW 🍔 We recently switched up our burger recipe 👉 Irn Bru Brioche Bun, Candied Bacon, Guinness Braised Beef Cheek & Black Pudding, Lockerbie Cheddar, Horseradish Slaw, Sea Salt Chips AND Peppercorn Sauce 🤤   What do you reckon? Best burger in the city? Book a table and please let us know what you think of the new menu 🙏 link in bio.]
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            Mini Grill        
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                Based on 423 reviews
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                [image: James P Mahon]            

            
                James P Mahon                2020-11-04T23:49:31+0000

                
                    
                                        
                                        Fantastic service, excellent food, first time driving up for pick up due to covid19 restrictions. Food was wrapped and...  hot, everything was ready on the dot and the quality of the steaks, sides, starters and sauces were to an exceptionally high standard. Cant wait to get another order in.read more
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                Andy Perry                2020-10-31T19:46:41+0000

                
                    
                                        
                                        Awesome food and delivered to your house! 👌 5 stars ⭐️
                                    

            

        

                
            
                [image: Jade Graham]            

            
                Jade Graham                2020-10-29T11:08:57+0000

                
                    
                                        
                                        We ordered the home delivery deal for our anniversary on Tuesday. Food arrived hot and perfectly cooked after great...  contact from the restaurant. The steaks were massive and totally delicious. Wedges, salad, mushrooms and sauce were all on point too. The red wine was well paired and tasted lovely. 5 stars Mini Grill! you guys are great.read more
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                Douglas Mathers                2020-10-16T19:27:28+0000

                
                    
                                        
                                        Had tonight for a birthday dinner treat - awesome!!

Haggis trio - amazing 

Burger - unbelievable 

Highly recommended
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                Irene McMaster                2020-10-15T06:24:21+0000

                
                    
                                        
                                        5 out of 5 
The meal was out of this world. My husband and I had steaks and our daughter had the burger. All was...  fantastic. The best and biggest fillet steak I've ever tasted. Absolutely cooked to perfection. I wasn't sure which red wine to have as I normally drink white but the advice given was spot on. The recommended red complimented the meal perfectly. This was our last meal before the 16 day lockdown and I'm so glad we chose Mini Grill. My mouth is watering thinking about it and I can't wait until we're allowed to go back. Thanks to all the staff for being super welcoming and friendly, and thanks to the chef for the most amazing meal. Hopefully see you again soon xxread more
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                Nyree Bennett                2020-10-11T16:23:01+0000

                
                    
                                        
                                        when you're  not allowed in the restaurant let the restaurant come to you. Fab online order and delivery service of...  restaurant quality food, meal was delicious can't wait to be able to go when we're all allowed out again!read more
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                Jamie Cross                2020-10-06T20:49:41+0000

                
                    
                                        
                                        The steak was out of this world! 🤤👌🏻🥩
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                Kerry Thomas                2020-10-05T20:20:32+0000

                
                    
                                        
                                        First visit on Saturday. Can not fault service. Great social distanced set up. Very friendly and attentive staff. Steak...  was incredibly tasty. Cooked to order and large portions! Will definitely be back! 🙂read more
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                Clare Welsh                2020-10-02T21:35:36+0000

                
                    
                                        
                                        Trio of haggis starter was amazing 
Liver parfait was delicious but was heavy with the roll as a pose to crackers or...  toast

Filet was cooked to perfection and blue cheese sauce was Devine
Sirloin was amazing and humungous 
Side of haggis Yorkshire was tantalising

Desert of raspberry soufflé with raspberry ice cream was sweetness to perfection.

Servers were very attentive and apologised when our main course took longer than others but it was certainly worth the wait 
4.5*read more
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                Aiden Anderson                2020-09-30T10:47:35+0000

                
                    
                                        
                                        Can’t fault this place at all, outstanding food & brilliant staff, will be back👍
                                    

            

        

                
            
                [image: Ricky Mechen]            

            
                Ricky Mechen                2020-09-28T21:43:12+0000

                
                    
                                        
                                        Nice staff brilliant service 👏
                                    

            

        

                
            
                [image: Brian Cannon]            

            
                Brian Cannon                2020-09-23T20:12:52+0000

                
                    
                                        
                                        Burger was superb and the chips also oh and the beer was superb too lovely staff and Service speed
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                Yvonne Ballinas Conroy                2020-09-20T16:21:31+0000

                
                    
                                        
                                        Found this place by chance absolutely love it staff are lovely food excellent 5 stars 🌟
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                Victoria Paul                2020-09-20T12:52:14+0000

                
                    
                                        
                                        Easily the BEST fillet steak I’ve ever had. And the chicken liver parfait is to die for! 😍😍 Place is...  immaculate, staff are warm and friendly! A real gem! Foodie heaven!read more
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                Craig Douglas                2020-09-14T16:29:27+0000

                
                    
                                        
                                        superb again 👏  will definitely be back 👍
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                Jim Torrance                2020-09-13T18:04:45+0000

                
                    
                                        
                                        Great food with helpful and very friendly staff
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                Carla Fardy                2020-09-13T12:05:58+0000

                
                    
                                        
                                        The food is outstanding!! staff are brilliant. cant wait to visit again
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                Leeann McBride                2020-09-12T16:42:41+0000

                
                    
                                        
                                        Wow! Gorgeous dinner exceptional staff! Thank you be back soon! X
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                Irene Bain                2020-09-07T21:54:53+0000

                
                    
                                        
                                        It was me and my boyfriend first time in mini grill and the service was amazing the staff were lovely and the food was...  delicious we will be going back  Irene & Bobbyread more
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                Tracey Redpath                2020-09-06T10:28:16+0000

                
                    
                                        
                                        Excellent as always. amazing food and great service.
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                FS Santos                2020-09-03T20:29:28+0000

                
                    
                                        
                                        Amazing food and amazing staff!!!!!! ❤️
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                Aaron Carrington PT                2020-08-31T21:59:09+0000

                
                    
                                        
                                        To be honest no photo can do justice to the taste and quality of the food. It’s incredible. 10/10

On top of that the...  staff were warm, friendly and accommodating. Absolute no brainer. If you are visiting Glasgow, hell if you live in Glasgow and have not yet tried, go to Mini Grill.read more
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                Holly McIntyre                2020-08-28T21:06:11+0000

                
                    
                                        
                                        Just had dinner here and oh my it was absolutely amazing! Had the fillet steak and I could have eaten another it was...  cooked to perfection. Sweet potato fries were amazing too. Rose wine went perfect with dinner. 
The staff were all lovely and welcoming especially Steven who served us. What an asset to the business.. We will literally be back as soon as we can get a babysitter!read more
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                Debbie Allen                2020-08-22T07:34:09+0000

                
                    
                                        
                                        We were here for dinner on Thursday night. It was best steak dinner we have had in a long time. The staff were amazing....  Already looking to book to come back.read more
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                Alan Butler                2020-08-22T07:24:18+0000

                
                    
                                        
                                        What can I say about the Mini Grill apart from FANTASTIC 5 stars. The decor, staff, food, wine list and atmosphere...  brilliant. Can't wait to visit Glasgow again for another visit.read more
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                Louise Crayton                2020-08-21T18:15:04+0000

                
                    
                                        
                                        Lovely, so glad we ordered in. Couldn’t recommend more 😋
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                Robert MacMillan                2020-08-15T20:37:51+0000

                
                    
                                        
                                        Faultless meal, will definitely be back 5*
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                Marco Cattaneo                2020-08-12T21:53:27+0000

                
                    
                                        
                                        Ottima steakhouse di alto livello, servizio perfetto
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                Gary O'Hear                2020-08-06T14:29:04+0000

                
                    
                                        
                                        Loved it very tasty food great staff
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                Lynsey Thomson                2020-08-03T09:51:33+0000

                
                    
                                        
                                        Gorgeous food and fab service. As a business owner of Aimee bridal couture on the same street it’s very handy and we...  recommend to all our brides 💖read more
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                Graeme Gordon                2020-08-02T18:30:27+0000

                
                    
                                        
                                        Great meal last night.
Dim sum and bruschetta starters 👏
Chateaubriand main sharer 🤤
Chocolate delice to finish...  (Emma's recommendation) 😏
Great wine list to pair and the Mrs loved the dark matter and the comp. Tequila 😜
Charlie and Emma topped it off! 
Thanks very much, we'll definately be back 😁read more
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                Audrey Hainey                2020-08-02T00:13:13+0000

                
                    
                                        
                                        Lovely first meal out since lockdown.
Menu choice good.
Food was delicious.
Excellent service and friendly staff
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                Mary Dornan                2020-07-29T16:11:04+0000

                
                    
                                        
                                        Fantastic dining experience made even better by the amazing food and friendly staff. Couldn’t fault a thing. Can’t...  wait to return xread more
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                Jane Sharp                2020-07-26T19:03:04+0000

                
                    
                                        
                                        Had a lovely Sunday roast in the mini grill today it
was delicious
1st visit after having a home delivery which was...  impressive 
Can highly recommendread more
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                Michelle Dunsmore                2020-07-25T19:00:48+0000

                
                    
                                        
                                        lovely place with amazing food and a fantastic staff thanks for a great night would defos recommend
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                Sharon Louise Innes                2020-07-23T20:48:01+0000

                
                    
                                        
                                        Ate here for the first time tonight and will definitely be returning next time we are in Glasgow.  The food was amazing...  and the staff were lovely too.  Thank you for our first night eating out since lockdownread more
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                Keir Lee Kerr                2020-07-21T20:04:58+0000

                
                    
                                        
                                        Perfect meal as always... staff super friendly and attentive... best post lockdown meal by far!!!! Cant wait to come...  back Thursday... in 2daysread more
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                Tonyy Kerr                2020-07-21T20:02:14+0000

                
                    
                                        
                                        Excellent food and service loved it
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                John Cruickshank                2020-07-20T18:34:00+0000

                
                    
                                        
                                        Staff were excellent and very friendly. Food was immense, clean plates all round and Kevin bridges in the toilets was a...  great touch, highly recommend going hereread more
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                Irene Fulton                2020-07-19T17:36:44+0000

                
                    
                                        
                                        Food was absolutely delicious and very friendly, attentive staff
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                Karen Mclaughlin Donnelly                2020-07-18T20:02:51+0000

                
                    
                                        
                                        great food stall are all lovely we will defo be back
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                Ash Von                2020-07-07T21:19:29+0000

                
                    
                                        
                                        Wow 😱😍♥️😋 Cannot recommend Mini Grill enough...we had a ‘lockdown’ anniversary meal tonight and it was...  perfect 😋 the best lockdown takeaway experience we’ve had....an 18 mile delivery did not dilute the taste the slightest. Perfectly (like properly perfect!) cooked steak, perfect portion sizes and the most delicious duck starter 😋♥️ Thank you, Mini Grill for a delicious meal! Xread more
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                Ddebbie McKx                2020-07-04T19:16:09+0000

                
                    
                                        
                                        Amazing birthday meal delivered on time, Amazing food and great service
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                Lea Wight                2020-07-04T16:32:22+0000

                
                    
                                        
                                        Fantastic meal delivered bang on time for our anniversary celebrations. Steaks were cooked perfectly and all the food...  was packaged well. We just didn’t manage to leave enough room for dessert so we’ve still got that to look forward to tonight. Thank you 😊read more
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                Lara Martin                2020-07-02T20:24:20+0000

                
                    
                                        
                                        Got 2 fillet steak meals to take home and they were too good! Collection was easy enough and all the food was packed...  with care. Thank you for still providing the best service during these times😊read more
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                Trish Ashmore                2020-06-20T20:51:37+0000

                
                    
                                        
                                        Amazing food. Loved every bit of it and great service. Highly recommend
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                Nancy Neilson                2020-06-16T20:01:39+0000

                
                    
                                        
                                        Haggis Trio was amazing and fantastic fillets steaks and chunky chips will be back as the food is absolutely delicious x
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                Pamela McLaughlin                2020-06-14T20:38:59+0000

                
                    
                                        
                                        I have sat in a few time’s and food has been amazing! But I got a takeaway tonight, and it’s honestly the best...  thing I’ve had all lockdown! They have not dropped there standard at all! Highly recommend to anyone wanting some amazing food! Xxread more
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                Carrie Wheeler                2020-06-14T20:01:35+0000

                
                    
                                        
                                        An early birthday lockdown  Sunday treat. Arrived on Time and Piping hot.Delicious Roastand Fab Gravy 👍❣Will defo...  try restaurant when it re opens   Thanks Againread more
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                Stewart Carmichael                2020-06-14T19:30:32+0000

                
                    
                                        
                                        Another great meal. The first time we had the Sunday Roasts. The beef was cooked to perfection. And as usual, the duck...  to start. Can't get enough of it. So good, i didn't even get a chance to take a picture before wolfing then down!read more
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                Paul McFadyen                2020-06-08T19:32:27+0000

                
                    
                                        
                                        Wanted something a bit more upmarket than the usual takeaways for a birthday celebration.

After reading numerous...  excellent reviews decided to order and the experience from start to finish was perfect.

- Quick replies to my messages

- Very easy to nagivate website and menu, and to order in advance a day ahead

- Delivered exactly on time by a friendly and pleasant driver

- Minimal wasteful plastic packaging

- Steaks and accompaniments cooked to perfection, piping hot and ready to serve

- Excellent quality kids meals

Will definitely be backread more
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                Margaret Quinn                2020-06-07T20:07:00+0000

                
                    
                                        
                                        We had a lovely Sunday roast delivered today delicious 😋
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                Jamie Macnab                2020-06-05T12:02:12+0000

                
                    
                                        
                                        One of the best deliveries we've had in Glasgow. Food was delivered perfectly on time by a friendly member of staff. It...  arrived really well packaged, the food was hot and it all tasted incredible. Thanks very much for such a brilliant service and meal, we can't wait to order from you again! Cheersread more
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                Anne Barrowman                2020-05-31T20:42:20+0000

                
                    
                                        
                                        Fast, efficient delivery service and top quality food which arrived in quality cartons and was piping hot too. Highly...  recommend and will definitely be visiting when yous are open again.read more
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                Gillian Mooney                2020-05-31T12:00:28+0000

                
                    
                                        
                                        Ordered our anniversary meal from Mini Grill. It was stunning! Would definitely use the service again and highly...  recommend them!read more
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                Amanda Brophy                2020-05-23T17:53:07+0000

                
                    
                                        
                                        just had a delivery from Mini Grill. steaks were delicious and cooked to perfection. all food still warm. highly...  recommend for a special mealread more
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                Emma D                2020-05-16T17:44:25+0000

                
                    
                                        
                                        Just had the most incredible 2 course meal 😍 patè and haggis trio to start, followed by fillet steak and...  chateaubriand with lots of delicious sides. Arrived bang on and time and was the perfect temperature! Cannot recommend enough! Amazing and just what was needed for a Saturday lockdown ❤️read more
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                Graeme Mc                2020-05-16T11:13:04+0000

                
                    
                                        
                                        So I was very dubious about ordering due to the cost and I’m about 25 mins from the restaurant and also the fact and...  didn’t want to be disappointed! 

Genuinely one of the nicest, perfectly cooked steaks I’ve ever had! 

Food arrived perfectly warm and ready to be served. Absolutely sensational. I highly recommend the Chateaubriand. 

The kids cheeseburgers, definitely home made and bloody delicious!!!!

Thank you Minigrill for delivering a sensational meal for my wife’s birthday.read more
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                Hannah ONeill                2020-05-14T17:13:51+0000

                
                    
                                        
                                        Had two amazing deliveries of Sunday roasts from Mini Grill so far during these weeks at home and they are amazing....  Delivered on time, cooked to perfection and the roast beef is incredible. Worth every penny and really gives you something to look forward too at the end of each week! Thank you 🙏🏼🥩🍷read more
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                Sarah Rooney                2020-05-14T17:10:57+0000

                
                    
                                        
                                        Food was delicious and delivered on time. 100% recommend
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                Linda Mullen                2020-05-10T18:56:14+0000

                
                    
                                        
                                        Delicious delivery tonight from Mini Grill. Roast Beef for me and sirloin steak for hubby. Best takeaway you’ll get...  and next best thing to being able to go to the restaurant.
Everything was cooked to perfection, and ready to plate. Fantastic delivery driver too, arrived on time and very friendly 😊 Would give more than 5 stars if I could xxread more
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                Ally Wilson                2020-05-06T19:30:11+0000

                
                    
                                        
                                        Unfortunately The Mini Grill is closed during lockdown. But they offer a superb home delivery service. The food was...  delivered piping hot at the exact time I specified. Fine dining brought to my doorstep. I highly recommend you place an order.read more
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                Julie Smith                2020-05-03T19:08:02+0000

                
                    
                                        
                                        Got a delivery tonight. It arrived on time, very warm even though I'm further away and even called to confirm...  everything was good to go 👍 would definitely recommend them. Will be back at the restaurant when it reopens! thanks again 😁 xxread more
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                Mitch Rapp                2020-05-03T16:54:59+0000

                
                    
                                        
                                        Wowzers!! Lockdown Sunday dinner for the wife’s birthday today and what a treat indeed. Lovingly prepared and...  delivered right to the door. The lads n lassies pulled out all the stops for us. We plumped for the Chateaubriand as a birthday treat and boy did it deliver!!! Absolutely stuffed and as you can see 10/10. Already looking forward to our next order. Don’t miss out!! Mini Grill are consistently trip advisor top dogs for a good reasonread more
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                Nicola McCabe                2020-05-01T20:33:28+0000

                
                    
                                        
                                        Had a fantastic delivery this evening, whole experience from start to finish was excellent. Food was awesome,  can’t...  wait to order again 🥩😊read more
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                Lisa Kelly                2020-05-01T11:17:16+0000

                
                    
                                        
                                        Food was amazing as always thanks for making our girls birthday a happy one her fave place to eat. Lisa x
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                Catherine Graham Blair                2020-04-29T16:34:53+0000

                
                    
                                        
                                        Just had the most delicious steak meal delivered to celebrate my 40th birthday in lockdown. Outstanding as...  always.
Thankyou to all the staff at the Mini Grill.read more
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                Kenneth McGall                2020-04-29T08:40:49+0000

                
                    
                                        
                                        Sunday Roast was absolutely cooked to perfection easily the best food In Glasgow.
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                David Milburn                2020-04-28T19:23:42+0000

                
                    
                                        
                                        Intended going to mini grill for our anniversary but the UK lockdown put paid to that so was delighted to find out that...  they were offering a delivery service. From my initial contact to find about about delivery boundaries the service was fantastic and so helpful. The delivery arrived exactly on time and we were absolutely blown away by the quality of the food. The starters were superb and the steaks were cooked to perfection with the sides complementing them perfectly. I can not recommend this place highly enough and really look forward to being able to visit in person. Truly top classread more
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                Philippa Ross Mackinnon                2020-04-28T18:08:31+0000

                
                    
                                        
                                        As always massive round of applause guys, restaurant quality food in my own home. Fillet steaks exceptional quality and...  no expense spared with all the ingredients. Highly recommend delivery or pick up. Mini grill knocks it out the park again. Thank you for making self isolating delicious 😋read more
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                Stephanie Provan                2020-04-28T16:57:15+0000

                
                    
                                        
                                        Absolutely amazing and would highly recommend.  The steak was cooked perfectly 🤤 will defo visit the restaurant when...  lockdown is over 👍🏽read more
                                    

            

        

                
            
                [image: Jjay Blloomfield]            

            
                Jjay Blloomfield                2020-04-26T17:26:36+0000

                
                    
                                        
                                        Burger was incredible😍🔥 defo recommend!! Thanks to the amazing staff for delivering xxx
                                    

            

        

                
            
                [image: Maisie Crake]            

            
                Maisie Crake                2020-04-26T17:24:31+0000

                
                    
                                        
                                        Had our dinner delivered to us at work 😋 was delicious, the mushroom risotto was fab! thanks so much!
                                    

            

        

                
            
                [image: Donnax Kearney]            

            
                Donnax Kearney                2020-04-26T17:24:05+0000

                
                    
                                        
                                        Best roast beef ever!!!! Thanks from nhs xx
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                Shirley Campbell                2020-04-26T17:21:46+0000

                
                    
                                        
                                        The roast chicken dinner was absolutely fab,generous portion,very tasty,but boy the dim sung was nice and hot.❤🔥
                                    

            

        

                
            
                [image: Cara Low]            

            
                Cara Low                2020-04-26T17:21:27+0000

                
                    
                                        
                                        Best Mushroom Risotto I've had in ages with perfect garlic bread! Thanks for our dinner delivery 😊😊
                                    

            

        

                
            
                [image: Sarah Rosamond]            

            
                Sarah Rosamond                2020-04-26T09:57:36+0000

                
                    
                                        
                                        We have eaten here before and had a fabulous meal so last night we tried the takeaway experience ! I was a little...  apprehensive as we live quite far away and I wasn’t sure how well steak would travel, but all the food tasted amazing. Wouldn’t hesitate to recommend !read more
                                    

            

        

                
            
                [image: Alanna Melville]            

            
                Alanna Melville                2020-04-23T17:23:35+0000

                
                    
                                        
                                        I had a takeaway treat from my sister for my 40th birthday in lockdown. The fillet steak was cooked to perfection,...  there were loads of delicious chips and the red wine jus was amazing! I would highly recommend the takeaway service! ☆☆☆☆☆read more
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                Tracy Polland                2020-04-23T13:46:23+0000

                
                    
                                        
                                        Fabulous- can still get restaurant quality food in your own home. we live quite far away and food was delivered fast...  and piping hot.  steak and burgers were amazing. look forward to being able to visit the restauant when the lockdown is over!!read more
                                    

            

        

                
            
                [image: Colette Murphy]            

            
                Colette Murphy                2020-04-22T21:55:38+0000

                
                    
                                        
                                        Thanks for the fantastic dinner guys!  Made my isolation birthday extra special! Would definitely recommend xx
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                William Rowan PT                2020-04-21T18:22:43+0000

                
                    
                                        
                                        Firstly the service was great, the team answered our online questions back within minutes and when the delivery lady...  came to the door she was lovely! 

Secondly the food was also superb! We opted for the chateaubriand and it was cooked to perfection and this picture doesn’t do it justice. 

If I was to say anything, the price mark is potentially too high for some but I’m in no way criticising for what we got! 

I got recommended to use this service and I’m glad I followed through with it. A lovely meal for my birthday during lockdown ✅ I’ll be back for sure!read more
                                    

            

        

                
            
                [image: Charrlene Buurns]            

            
                Charrlene Buurns                2020-04-20T16:42:01+0000

                
                    
                                        
                                        Loved the Sunday roast i tried the beef and the chicken and both tasted amazing and got delivered quickly and piping...  hot. Just ordered some burgers and cant wait to try them. Fantastic menu and great value And service!highly reccommend !!!read more
                                    

            

        

                
            
                [image: DC Amero]            

            
                DC Amero                2020-04-19T20:22:40+0000

                
                    
                                        
                                        Absolutely fantastic Steak meals delivered all the way to Hamilton (still warm and perfectly cooked). Thoroughly...  enjoyed with a glass of wine. Will be ordering again soon.read more
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                Audrey Cochrane                2020-04-18T20:21:25+0000

                
                    
                                        
                                        Just had an amazing meal delivered from the mini grill, quality of the food was great and one of the best steaks I’ve...  had. And pudding, what can I say scrumptious. Would definitely recommend the restaurant and will definitely be going once the lockdown is over 👍🏻read more
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                John Friel                2020-04-18T19:06:21+0000

                
                    
                                        
                                        Unbelievable steak and risotto delivered tonight
                                    

            

        

                
            
                [image: Moira Ann McCormick]            

            
                Moira Ann McCormick                2020-04-18T16:36:58+0000

                
                    
                                        
                                        Just treated ourselves to an amazing home delivery. Steak dinner, sides and sauces all absolutely delicious.  Delivery...  time was bang on, kids had the Chicken and said it was amazing.  Perfect antidote to the isolation blues. Thank You xread more
                                    

            

        

                
            
                [image: Lianne Matheson]            

            
                Lianne Matheson                2020-04-16T19:47:51+0000

                
                    
                                        
                                        We had take away over the Easter weekend and the meal was tremendous! Very much looking forward to visiting the...  restaurant again when this is all over.  Would highly recommendread more
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                Natalie McCoy                2020-04-16T19:31:16+0000

                
                    
                                        
                                        Got the steak delivered for my sister's 40th birthday tonight - not quite the birthday we had planned for her but think...  this meal helped make up for it! Food looked amazing and portion sizes were huge! Now looking for an excuse to order a delivery for myself now!!read more
                                    

            

        

                
            
                [image: LG Lynnette Ennis]            

            
                LG Lynnette Ennis                2020-04-12T22:40:31+0000

                
                    
                                        
                                        Lockdown easter  dinner x😍

Thanks again 👏🏻👏🏻👏🏻
                                    

            

        

                
            
                [image: Katie Elizabeth]            

            
                Katie Elizabeth                2020-04-12T21:03:28+0000

                
                    
                                        
                                        Thank you so much for our delicious take away order tonight. Delivery was on time and food still warm. We had the...  Sunday roast and went for the beef and pork options - both meals were incredible!xxxread more
                                    

            

        

                
            
                [image: Amanda O'Hara]            

            
                Amanda O'Hara                2020-04-12T19:39:02+0000

                
                    
                                        
                                        Wow!! We got a delivery for our dinner tonight, I got the Sunday roast and my husband got the 300g fillet steak& haggis...  trio. It was all absolutely amazing best Sunday roast I have ever had (I do eat a lot of them). When delivered the food was still very warm and the delivery woman was very polite and smiley. Definitely the best out dinner we have had in ha!! We will be visiting the restaurant as soon as we are allowed.  thank you very much, stay safe.read more
                                    

            

        

                
            
                [image: Aimee Therese]            

            
                Aimee Therese                2020-04-12T12:45:24+0000

                
                    
                                        
                                        Thank you so much for our amazing takeaway last night 😍 delivered straight to the door and just as tasty as it is in...  the restaurant. The left overs were also a perfect hangover cure this morning 👌🏽 Top Class xread more
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                Fiona Connor                2020-04-11T18:53:32+0000

                
                    
                                        
                                        We’ve just had the most amazing steak dinner, sirloin and fillet! Cook was perfect and it was lovely and warm, what a...  great experience! We will definitely be ordering again soon!read more
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                Gary Graham                2020-04-11T16:15:23+0000

                
                    
                                        
                                        Got a fillet steak delivered and it was amazing so much food that I struggled to finish it. Everything was cooked...  perfectly and was really hot when it got delivered 10/10 will be back when restaurants are open againread more
                                    

            

        

                
            
                [image: Nessie Doll]            

            
                Nessie Doll                2020-04-05T17:55:05+0000

                
                    
                                        
                                        1st time getting Sunday roast delivered won't be the last as was honestly to die for so tasty. And got a bruschetta for...  starter which was taste sensation. So can't recommend this place highly enough and look forward to visiting in person one day.

Will definitely be returning soon ❤️❤️read more
                                    

            

        

                
            
                [image: Alali Quinny]            

            
                Alali Quinny                2020-04-05T16:11:28+0000

                
                    
                                        
                                        just had a  home delivery for a surprise dinner for my wife's birthday steak with all the trimmings food was fantastic...  would highly recommend for anyone in isolation to tryread more
                                    

            

        

                
            
                [image: Joanne Malley]            

            
                Joanne Malley                2020-04-05T16:08:35+0000

                
                    
                                        
                                        Just had an amazing meal today. 
These guys know what they’re doing. It travels so well. 
3 fillet steaks with...  sauces. 
3 chips
3 salads ( we only ordered one!)
And a haggis stuffed yorkie pud. 
Along with the mushrooms and grilled tomatoes. I didn’t expect them. But absolutely delicious. 
Every single part of this meal was delicious. Those chips, that sauce, the STEAKS and you guys. 
Thank you so much.read more
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                Jenny Tee                2020-04-04T19:02:12+0000

                
                    
                                        
                                        just had an amazing delivery! I wish I could say that I finished it but the steak was so huge, its definitely going to...  take 2 attempts! #delishread more
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                Stuart Reid                2020-04-04T17:32:26+0000

                
                    
                                        
                                        ordered takeaway during lockdown . asked for 6pm ish. arrived bang on 
1 hanger steak and 1 fillet. delicious.  will be...  ordering againread more
                                    

            

        

                
            
                [image: Paula Elizabeth Bullion]            

            
                Paula Elizabeth Bullion                2020-04-04T13:31:05+0000

                
                    
                                        
                                        Absolutely delighted with my at home birthday steak. 300g of fillet cooked rare and to perfection! My fiancé got the...  Glasgow burger and said it was different to any burger he has had before and couldn’t fault it! Package to protect the food and was still hot and ready to eat as soon as it arrived. 
Mini grill delivering made my day and we will be back. Guys you have made lockdown just that little bit more bearable ❤️read more
                                    

            

        

                
            
                [image: Lynne Reynolds]            

            
                Lynne Reynolds                2020-04-03T20:40:53+0000

                
                    
                                        
                                        Ordered tonight - best steaks we have ever had - delivered to our door in under an hour - dining in felt like eating...  out - will defo be ordering again!! Thank you guys it was delicious 😋 and just what we needed whilst in isolation 👍🏻read more
                                    

            

        

                
            
                [image: Carole Anne Denholm]            

            
                Carole Anne Denholm                2020-04-03T19:19:36+0000

                
                    
                                        
                                        Had our dinner delivered tonight and really enjoyed it! Wow! We are outside of Glasgow so contacted on the off chance...  they’d be able to deliver as far...they were able. So helpful. HUGE portions. Steaks cooked perfectly. Was definitely an ‘eating out but in’ experience - which we are missing. Highly recommended. We’ll order again and definitely visit when we can! 
I don’t leave many reviews but this was a must. 

Thanks for cheering us up in difficult times :)read more
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                Annie Mac                2020-04-03T18:07:13+0000

                
                    
                                        
                                        Just had the most delicious meal and cooked to perfection will defo be ordering again and cant wait for this to be all...  over so as we can go to the restaurant and enjoy s fantastic meal thanks Mini Grill 👍😘read more
                                    

            

        

                
            
                [image: Daniel Cook]            

            
                Daniel Cook                2020-04-03T17:34:39+0000

                
                    
                                        
                                        Amazing! I would love to have shown you my takeaway food but I ate it quicker than my camera could snap the pic! Highly...  recommended!!!read more
                                    

            

        

                
            
                [image: Jade Tomes]            

            
                Jade Tomes                2020-04-03T07:31:42+0000

                
                    
                                        
                                        100% I would recommend this place, I love it - the food is amazing the best Sunday roast EVER 😋🥰
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                Linda Duncan Walsh                2020-04-02T19:53:12+0000

                
                    
                                        
                                        Food in the restaurant is amazing and the delivery we recieved on Sunday was just as good. Well done Mini Grill x
                                    

            

        

                
            
                [image: Clare Docherty]            

            
                Clare Docherty                2020-04-02T15:33:47+0000

                
                    
                                        
                                        mini grill donated all their food to the homeless during lockdown  ... 🤗🤩😍 great stuff guys .. many thanks!!
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                Michelle Anderson                2020-03-29T21:20:02+0000

                
                    
                                        
                                        Amazing Home Delivery #tomohawk
                                    

            

        

                
            
                [image: Amanda Glasgow]            

            
                Amanda Glasgow                2020-03-29T20:44:44+0000

                
                    
                                        
                                        I just enjoyed a home delivery with my daughter and it was equally as good as tho I was visiting the restaurant....  Honestly have never had food so good and great value for money. Don’t know how you guys do it but please don’t stop 👏🏻👏🏻read more
                                    

            

        

                
            
                [image: Christian Stines]            

            
                Christian Stines                2020-03-21T17:17:34+0000

                
                    
                                        
                                        amazing amazing amazing!! I can't say enough positive about the mini grill. it doesnt matter from whence you hail, you...  will feel that you have arrived home here.   it's the most hospital dining establisment I've been to the world over. food is so incredibly fresh and we'll prepared.  the chief is a genius.  the staff are like family you just had never met before.....  detour from that stuffy London place.u.were considering, catch a flight to.glasgow.and.you won't regret a.moment of time.or a penny spent. !!read more
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                Fraser C S Waddell                2020-03-21T03:21:07+0000

                
                    
                                        
                                        Great food and great staff. A real gem!
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                Donnie Ross                2020-03-19T23:18:27+0000

                
                    
                                        
                                        Superb food, excellent surroundings and served by the friendliest waitress in Glasgow who I believe to have been the...  owner of this excellent restaurant.

10/10 would highly recommend this restaurant. A hidden treasure....read more
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                Steffen Reis                2020-03-15T20:44:28+0000

                
                    
                                        
                                        Tomahawk Steak and the Glasgow Burger with sweet potato fries
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                Thorsten Lade                2020-03-15T20:07:54+0000

                
                    
                                        
                                        Wir hatten das Tomahawk Steak für 2 Personen und den Glasgow Burger ,das Fleisch war extra klasse und zum Dessert den...  AppleCrumble mit Pana Cotta einfach ein Gedicht.read more
                                    

            

        

                
            
                [image: Shauna Mcgarvey]            

            
                Shauna Mcgarvey                2020-03-15T16:07:57+0000

                
                    
                                        
                                        Lovely meal here last night as usual! And loving the upstairs being open✔️🥰 thanks to Ryan and the rest of the...  team xoread more
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                Jjohn Watsonn Jnr                2020-03-14T18:37:41+0000

                
                    
                                        
                                        Excellent food and service as usual. Upstairs is looking amazing 👌🏻
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                Jan Lewis                2020-03-08T11:19:36+0000

                
                    
                                        
                                        Fantastic restaurant with excellent service .. and definitely the best burger I have ever eaten!!😘
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                Gemma Blair                2020-03-01T18:59:15+0000

                
                    
                                        
                                        Beautiful meal.. one of the best steaks & Sunday roasts we’ve ever tried!! Highly recommend it
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                Amanda Stone                2020-02-24T21:10:17+0000

                
                    
                                        
                                        Have the Venison. You won't regret it.
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                Marcin Pawlak                2020-02-16T20:25:15+0000

                
                    
                                        
                                        Excellent food and service. 5*
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                George Kennedy                2020-02-13T21:21:57+0000

                
                    
                                        
                                        Great food / atmosphere / pleasant staff and all round good place to eat
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                Hazel Young                2020-02-13T14:58:45+0000

                
                    
                                        
                                        the steaks were amazing, and the service was warm and friendly.
                                    

            

        

                
            
                [image: Mairi Muir]            

            
                Mairi Muir                2020-02-02T15:54:07+0000

                
                    
                                        
                                        Mini Grill came recommended to us and it really did not disappoint. Outstanding food and exceptionally friendly staff....  Particular thanks to Charlie who looked after us so well.read more
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                Caroline Mckeown                2020-01-29T23:11:21+0000

                
                    
                                        
                                        Went to the mini grill tonight the food was fantastic... bruschetta then steak perfect this was a pre theatre £19-95...  an extra £5 for the steak it was well worth it definitely go back... the staff were so friendly ...it felt nice going in & actually be welcomed ... 👏🏻👏🏻read more
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                Michael Cox                2020-01-29T21:04:38+0000

                
                    
                                        
                                        A terrific meal that was served with a friendly staff in a wonderful atmosphere.
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                Mel Thomson                2020-01-26T21:39:36+0000

                
                    
                                        
                                        Both our starters and main courses were absolutely outstanding!
                                    

            

        

                
            
                [image: Debbie Ross Keenan]            

            
                Debbie Ross Keenan                2020-01-18T20:33:38+0000

                
                    
                                        
                                        A fantastic restaurant with amazing food , great service and a lovely atmosphere- highly recommend
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                Paul Walker                2020-01-04T21:15:13+0000

                
                    
                                        
                                        Amazing steak and sea salted fries
                                    

            

        

                
            
                [image: Lynsey Cook]            

            
                Lynsey Cook                2020-01-03T17:23:05+0000

                
                    
                                        
                                        Brilliant steak would highly recommend x
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                Scott Mitchell                2019-12-29T23:41:08+0000

                
                    
                                        
                                        Steak was simply amazing. Best in a very long time
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                Colin Brown                2019-12-27T20:45:11+0000

                
                    
                                        
                                        The Mini Grill has it all. Beautiful food, friendly staff, lovely decor. A proper hidden gem that stands above any...  restaurant in the city. Perfectread more
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                RoseMarie Ramsay                2019-12-27T18:11:46+0000

                
                    
                                        
                                        the best steak the chips in town
                                    

            

        

                
            
                [image: Stephen Quigg]            

            
                Stephen Quigg                2019-12-21T17:55:36+0000

                
                    
                                        
                                        Had a wonderful meal here last night with my pals - well exceeded my expectations! Really quality meat, cooked expertly...  with the kind of chips I’d expect Rick Stein to be cooking in a Mallorcan farmhouse - bravo!read more
                                    

            

        

                
            
                [image: Allan Skorka]            

            
                Allan Skorka                2019-12-17T21:52:29+0000

                
                    
                                        
                                        2nd time here and equally as good as the first time. Good job guys
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                Phyllis Coffield                2019-12-12T23:04:10+0000

                
                    
                                        
                                        Great food and great service from Stephen. Food amazing and such a varied menus.
                                    

            

        

                
            
                [image: David Hagerty]            

            
                David Hagerty                2019-12-06T10:30:32+0000

                
                    
                                        
                                        Top steaks and the sides are amazing, love this place!
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                Margaret Mckenna                2019-12-05T13:42:36+0000

                
                    
                                        
                                        bothmy husband and i  had a luvly meal, staff really good ...  nice place great atmosphere , will definitely be back
                                    

            

        

                
            
                [image: Julie Inglis]            

            
                Julie Inglis                2019-12-02T22:47:06+0000

                
                    
                                        
                                        First class service and beautiful food, could not fault it. Very much worth a visit if your in the area.
                                    

            

        

                
            
                [image: Anca Toma]            

            
                Anca Toma                2019-11-30T16:25:13+0000

                
                    
                                        
                                        A small coasy restaurant. Very tasty food and an excellent list of wines! A great surprise! Very friedly and polite....  Congrats to the team!read more
                                    

            

        

                
            
                [image: Elena Shields]            

            
                Elena Shields                2019-11-27T17:37:10+0000

                
                    
                                        
                                        Absolutely fantastic. Group of us. Tried the haggis starter, duck starter and liver parfait starter. All wonderful. So...  much flavour in the duck though.

Mains had beef roast dinner and the Glasgow burger. Best roast dinner we've ever had. Glasgow burger is fantastic, you definitely don't think "that was just a burger" at the end of it. Chips are also great. If anything to add, could add a few onion rings to the burger main.

Will be back, will be telling others to try this place.read more
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                Aaron J Williams                2019-11-23T21:51:32+0000

                
                    
                                        
                                        Arranged a 21st for my girlfriends birthday and they told me to arrange a desert for a surprise. I arranged it and they...  never delivered any surprise. Made the staff aware they did apologise. Still charged me for meals and extras. General attendance was ok but would I recommend based on this, no. £90 for a meal for two .... avoid.read more
                                    

            

        

                
            
                [image: Thomas Hottubtam Ferns Fletcher]            

            
                Thomas Hottubtam Ferns Fletcher                2019-11-17T09:43:19+0000

                
                    
                                        
                                        great food staff excellent. will be back
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                Laura McAughey                2019-11-16T13:17:05+0000

                
                    
                                        
                                        Had a lovely meal in here for my Mum’s 60th birthday last week! Delicious food and fantastic service! Made a fuss of...  my mum because it was her birthday which was a nice touch ☺️ xxread more
                                    

            

        

                
            
                [image: Fabrizio Lombardini]            

            
                Fabrizio Lombardini                2019-11-13T20:43:29+0000

                
                    
                                        
                                        Cibo ottimo!
Il personale gentilissimo e competente!
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                Steven Clark                2019-11-13T17:33:21+0000

                
                    
                                        
                                        I thoroughly recommended the Steak Burger, Chips are...CHUNKY. 👌🏻
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                John Horne                2019-11-09T19:02:30+0000

                
                    
                                        
                                        Steaks were fantastic, lovely atmosphere.
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                Janice Baillie                2019-11-07T19:18:42+0000

                
                    
                                        
                                        Lovely ambiance. Fantastic food . Excellent service and lovely wine . What more could we ask for 👏👏
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                Nikola Clifford                2019-10-27T00:25:18+0000

                
                    
                                        
                                        We had an amazing meal tonight, service was quick and the steak was perfectly cooked! Really nice we will definitely be...  back ❤️read more
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                Susan Bailey                2019-10-26T22:53:22+0000

                
                    
                                        
                                        My partner booked the mini grill for a new job celebration for myself. the premises are beautiful & it was a lovely...  atmosphere. Very relaxed. the meal itself was to die for. We both opted for the haggis starter, my partner then had the half kilo rib eye & I had the venison, both were appealing not just to the eye but the palate too. Steven was the best host attending to our every need. I work not far down the road in bath street so will definitely be back for a visit with the girls from work. Thank you for a lovely evening ❤read more
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                Claire Higney                2019-10-19T18:29:38+0000

                
                    
                                        
                                        Just had another fabulous meal at mini grill this is 100% my favourite place food and staff are just the best...see you...  all soon 😘read more
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                Natalie Scott                2019-10-13T19:03:32+0000

                
                    
                                        
                                        Friendly, welcoming service and great food. Thank you Mini Grill for a fabulous lunch
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                Tam Quinn                2019-10-13T17:49:22+0000

                
                    
                                        
                                        First time in since the move to the renovated upstairs. Once again the food was outstanding with service to match. You...  won't get a better Sunday roast in Glasgow.read more
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                HJ Lyle                2019-10-13T13:49:08+0000

                
                    
                                        
                                        Just had takeaway roast beef Sunday dinner for 2. Amazing cuts of tender beef and all the trimmings. Thank you
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                Mary Stuart                2019-10-11T18:34:10+0000

                
                    
                                        
                                        Absolutely fabulous, waiter was spot on with choices b
                                    

            

        

                
            
                [image: Pamela Church]            

            
                Pamela Church                2019-10-05T22:36:25+0000

                
                    
                                        
                                        Food amazing. Every course had that little twist/something that sets it above the rest! 
Worth every penny.
Lovely...  atmosphere and staff. 👍👍👍read more
                                    

            

        

                
            
                [image: Geraldine McCluskey Mcquade]            

            
                Geraldine McCluskey Mcquade                2019-09-30T17:56:28+0000

                
                    
                                        
                                        great wee place and lively staff and great food
                                    

            

        

                
            
                [image: Angela McLean]            

            
                Angela McLean                2019-09-22T12:47:58+0000

                
                    
                                        
                                        Son chose this as his birthday treat.  Fantastic place, great food and great service.  Recommend the Glasgow Burger
                                    

            

        

                
            
                [image: Grant Stainer]            

            
                Grant Stainer                2019-09-21T20:39:34+0000

                
                    
                                        
                                        Now our 3rd visit and highly recommended anytime in Glasgow I always go .if you u like steak then give it a try Brett...  and the staff always welcomingread more
                                    

            

        

                
            
                [image: Demi Watson]            

            
                Demi Watson                2019-09-20T17:53:14+0000

                
                    
                                        
                                        Food is excellent & the service comes with a smile as always from Courtney, very pleasant young girl ♥️
                                    

            

        

                
            
                [image: Paul Tandy]            

            
                Paul Tandy                2019-09-20T07:16:45+0000

                
                    
                                        
                                        Booked The Mini Grill 7 months ago due to its rave reviews for our anniversary. All I can say is that the feedback was...  spot on and my wife and I had a sublime meal last night which together with friendly staff ( the lovely waitress sat down and talked with us at the end of our meal ) made for an altogether wonderful experience. My wife and I travel and cruise regularly and can say that last nights steak and pork belly were the best we have ever tasted and would thoroughly recommend this restaurant. We live in Jersey CI and would happily travel to Glasgow just to eat here again.read more
                                    

            

        

                
            
                [image: XAmy Brennan]            

            
                XAmy Brennan                2019-09-18T20:27:08+0000

                
                    
                                        
                                        The hidden gem of Glasgow!
                                    

            

        

                
            
                [image: William McFadden]            

            
                William McFadden                2019-09-15T13:02:52+0000

                
                    
                                        
                                        Best chateaubriand in Glasgow in my opinion
                                    

            

        

                
            
                [image: Paul Lai]            

            
                Paul Lai                2019-09-08T16:41:34+0000

                
                    
                                        
                                        First time trying as was recommended and definitely be back, Amazing Haggis, Scallops and bruschetta! Hanger steak was...  delicious and service was superb.read more
                                    

            

        

                
            
                [image: Rachel Goodwin]            

            
                Rachel Goodwin                2019-09-07T15:24:30+0000

                
                    
                                        
                                        still drooling over the steak 4 hours later!Still drooling over the steak 4 hours later

Over in Glasgow for the day....  I'll certainly be paying the stena line day trip cost to come over just to visit here again. Served by David and Cal. Couldn't do enough for us. Very attentive and made every effort to go the extra mile. Also - whiskey in the peppercorn sauce! Game changer. Absolutely beautiful. Thank you!read more
                                    

            

        

                
            
                [image: Frédéric Bayle]            

            
                Frédéric Bayle                2019-08-29T22:22:28+0000

                
                    
                                        
                                        Un beau voyage à travers votre cuisine de qualité ( nous avons dégusté un club steak et filet d’Angus)et votre...  sympathique accueil et tout cela à un tarif très abordable!read more
                                    

            

        

                
            
                [image: Sean Goddard]            

            
                Sean Goddard                2019-08-29T21:54:17+0000

                
                    
                                        
                                        Super service. We had the pre theatre menu, fantastic food .
                                    

            

        

                
            
                [image: David Lawler]            

            
                David Lawler                2019-08-29T17:53:36+0000

                
                    
                                        
                                        Was in last night with my wife for a meal for our anniversary. All I can say is outstanding meal and service from our...  waiter Steven. The restaurant is fully deserving of all the wonderful, positive reviews it receives. 10/10. We will defo be backread more
                                    

            

        

                
            
                [image: Mark Cleve]            

            
                Mark Cleve                2019-08-08T17:37:32+0000

                
                    
                                        
                                        Amazing Haggis and bruschetta!   Great service and decor.  Best way to start a vacation in Scotland.
                                    

            

        

                
            
                [image: Kylie J Crust]            

            
                Kylie J Crust                2019-07-24T20:33:32+0000

                
                    
                                        
                                        Great service, nice new dining area and bathrooms. Good atmosphere, good drinks menu.
                                    

            

        

                
            
                [image: Sheree Fowler]            

            
                Sheree Fowler                2019-07-14T19:16:05+0000

                
                    
                                        
                                        Four of us had late lunch here and all four of us thought the food was amazing. 3 courses and couldn’t fault...  anything. We all had different staters, main courses and desserts and each one was delicious. One of the best places we have ate in Glasgow. Would highly recommend. Staff were very friendly and always checking if everything was ok. The expresso martinis were also amazing.read more
                                    

            

        

                
            
                [image: Stephen Daly]            

            
                Stephen Daly                2019-06-29T09:32:54+0000

                
                    
                                        
                                        Great food and staff couldn’t be more helpful.
                                    

            

        

                
            
                [image: Anne Barlow]            

            
                Anne Barlow                2019-06-28T21:02:20+0000

                
                    
                                        
                                        Fantastic meal with great friends
                                    

            

        

                
            
                [image: Derek Brown]            

            
                Derek Brown                2019-06-26T13:06:58+0000

                
                    
                                        
                                        took my girlfriend here for a sunday roast on 23rd june. Wow! probably the best sunday roast I've ever had. Every item...  was perfectly cooked. great staff and wait till you try the honeycomb puff candy dessert. brilliantread more
                                    

            

        

                
            
                [image: Karen Park]            

            
                Karen Park                2019-06-24T20:49:52+0000

                
                    
                                        
                                        First time ,   Amazing food  & staff lovely
                                    

            

        

                
            
                [image: Lynne Wilson]            

            
                Lynne Wilson                2019-06-23T16:55:11+0000

                
                    
                                        
                                        A wee hidden gem with lovely staff & amazing food  Don't go to Glasgow without giving it a try x
                                    

            

        

                
            
                [image: Jennifer McLellan]            

            
                Jennifer McLellan                2019-06-20T23:07:55+0000

                
                    
                                        
                                        Food excellent and service superb. so friendly and not rushed. Definitely be back
                                    

            

        

                
            
                [image: Lesley Kelly]            

            
                Lesley Kelly                2019-06-11T22:19:14+0000

                
                    
                                        
                                        Family dinner tonight for 18th birthday celebrations. Food was superb, the area upstairs to ourselves which made it all...  the more special. Stephen was a star, couldn't have been anymore helpful, nothing too much trouble. Would definitely recommend and hope to be back soon thanks very much xread more
                                    

            

        

                
            
                [image: Nancy C. Guethlein]            

            
                Nancy C. Guethlein                2019-06-10T20:05:47+0000

                
                    
                                        
                                        Wonderful experience!  Wonderful food!
                                    

            

        

                
            
                [image: Sara Arcangeli]            

            
                Sara Arcangeli                2019-05-31T19:33:00+0000

                
                    
                                        
                                        I loved the place, the food was delicious and extremely well presented (I spied out the food on the tables around me...  too lol). I loved Grant, very friendly and with a beautiful smile that made my experience simply perfect! I absolutely will be back! 🥰👌🏻read more
                                    

            

        

                
            
                [image: Christine McCroary]            

            
                Christine McCroary                2019-05-26T09:32:03+0000

                
                    
                                        
                                        Amazing food and very friendly staff.
                                    

            

        

                
            
                [image: Nigel Sproston]            

            
                Nigel Sproston                2019-05-14T18:48:01+0000

                
                    
                                        
                                        Great service excellent food.
                                    

            

        

                
            
                [image: Ksn Kor-Karn]            

            
                Ksn Kor-Karn                2019-05-08T23:33:55+0000

                
                    
                                        
                                        Amazing steak right here. Starter such as chicken liver and scallop is perfect. The good place for meat lover Filet and...  Rib Eye for me is the best and worth every pounds you spent.read more
                                    

            

        

                
            
                [image: Darren Windsor]            

            
                Darren Windsor                2019-05-08T21:15:53+0000

                
                    
                                        
                                        Fantastic place, superb food and friendly atmosphere, I will definitely make this a regular place to eat when here on...  business. Even enjoyed the Kevin Bridges entertainment whilst at the call of nature.read more
                                    

            

        

                
            
                [image: Gayle Lynsey Copland]            

            
                Gayle Lynsey Copland                2019-04-24T22:12:36+0000

                
                    
                                        
                                        Amazing food, brilliant service. Just great from beginning to end! We arrived and there were no tables but they did...  everything they could to get us seated. A couple of steaks, a burger and a few bottles of wine later, we were some satisfied customers. We will 100% be back very very soon!read more
                                    

            

        

                
            
                [image: Sharon Cook]            

            
                Sharon Cook                2019-04-22T22:19:16+0000

                
                    
                                        
                                        Would recommend although my latest meal was slightly disappointing,first visit excellent but on Easter Sunday was...  disappointed,scallop starter excellent but fillet steak undercooked from last visit and blood on plate a put off,no tomato or mushroom with fillet steak.I ate what I could but put off this visit but wouldn’t stop me booking again.staff a pleasure and make you feel welcome and relaxed.read more
                                    

            

        

                
            
                [image: Jonny Gallagher]            

            
                Jonny Gallagher                2019-04-22T22:06:23+0000

                
                    
                                        
                                        First time at Mini grill the other night. We ordered our food and I was told a short while later the ribeye steak I...  ordered was going to be a bit late. as a courtesy they guys gave me a free drink and told me the steak was on the house. Not only that all the food was amazing. Would highly recommend :)read more
                                    

            

        

                
            
                [image: Christine Murray]            

            
                Christine Murray                2019-04-14T08:40:34+0000

                
                    
                                        
                                        We were here 3 years ago and travelled 230 miles to come back and it was well worth the wait, food is absolutely...  fantastic 😍read more
                                    

            

        

                
            
                [image: Mary McIntosh]            

            
                Mary McIntosh                2019-04-13T19:33:54+0000

                
                    
                                        
                                        Recommend it every time great staff David chef fantastic food wonderful great wee hidden spot !
                                    

            

        

                
            
                [image: Liz Grubb]            

            
                Liz Grubb                2019-04-10T22:00:12+0000

                
                    
                                        
                                        We had a wonderful meal,excellent quality  steak.  Fantastic friendly service.  So good, we went back the next night. ...  Superb.read more
                                    

            

        

                
            
                [image: Nicole Donnelly]            

            
                Nicole Donnelly                2019-04-07T22:57:46+0000

                
                    
                                        
                                        Had such an amazing steak🥩 and also the Glasgow burger 🍔 was soooooo good
Excellent  + friendly customer service...  xxread more
                                    

            

        

                
            
                [image: Lynne Carberry]            

            
                Lynne Carberry                2019-03-30T14:50:14+0000

                
                    
                                        
                                        Came in to Mini Grill on Thursday evening after reading some very good reviews. Unfortunately, I was sorely...  disappointed. The staff were very nice, chatty and attentive. The wine we ordered was lovely, and well chilled, so all in all, off to a good start. We ordered the scallops between us, which I was so looking forward to trying. They were tasteless and barely cooked, so very disappointing. I did say this to the waiter, but he did nothing about it. My friend had the fillet steak, which she said was nice but was not overly excited about it. I had the salmon, which again, was completely tasteless. My bill came to just under £75, the fillet steak being the bulk of it at £32. Needless to say, I was not happy, so in that respect, I will not return. I'm sure you have many satisfied customers, but sadly, I am not one of them.read more
                                    

            

        

                
            
                [image: Carol Grogan]            

            
                Carol Grogan                2019-03-28T22:58:51+0000

                
                    
                                        
                                        great food friendly helpful staff
                                    

            

        

                
            
                [image: Poul W Lorenzen]            

            
                Poul W Lorenzen                2019-03-19T12:14:53+0000

                
                    
                                        
                                        Fantastic Food & Good Service 
                                    

            

        

                
            
                [image: Fiona Caldwell]            

            
                Fiona Caldwell                2019-03-15T22:20:58+0000

                
                    
                                        
                                        The service was warm and friendly and the food was fantastic. Served in a timely manner without being rushed.  Lovely...  atmosphere. We will be back.read more
                                    

            

        

                
            
                [image: Lynsey McGuinness]            

            
                Lynsey McGuinness                2019-03-11T09:42:37+0000

                
                    
                                        
                                        Best steak ive ever had. Cocktails amazin and very friendly staff
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                John Donald                2019-03-09T20:21:09+0000

                
                    
                                        
                                        very nice food  and really good cocktails
                                    

            

        

                
            
                [image: June Campbell]            

            
                June Campbell                2019-03-09T17:40:24+0000

                
                    
                                        
                                        Excellent service. Staff were so friendly and full of good banter. Food was superb. Definitely be back.  x
                                    

            

        

                
            
                [image: Stephen Lynn]            

            
                Stephen Lynn                2019-03-08T22:55:04+0000

                
                    
                                        
                                        Eventually made it down to Ryan & Brett’s little gem of a place! Food amazing with quick friendly staff. Definitely...  the best go to place 👏🏼👌🏻💯read more
                                    

            

        

                
            
                [image: Nicola Singleton]            

            
                Nicola Singleton                2019-03-04T17:53:19+0000

                
                    
                                        
                                        Highly recommend this place .. amazing food and great atmosphere. Staff were lovely and very accommodating
                                    

            

        

                
            
                [image: Lee Paterson]            

            
                Lee Paterson                2019-03-04T17:36:40+0000

                
                    
                                        
                                        Fabulous wee gem we found. Staff, food, ambiance just made our day. Will be back here often
                                    

            

        

                
            
                [image: David Doodson]            

            
                David Doodson                2019-02-28T21:48:10+0000

                
                    
                                        
                                        Found by Dan, off the cuff visit. Fantastic food and great banter with jack our waiter. The duck starter was great as...  was the Hanger Steak.read more
                                    

            

        

                
            
                [image: Joanne Burton]            

            
                Joanne Burton                2019-02-24T11:52:00+0000

                
                    
                                        
                                        Has a brilliant time here, food was delicious, fab service and great atmosphere! Highly recommended!
                                    

            

        

                
            
                [image: Sandy Knoud]            

            
                Sandy Knoud                2019-02-24T09:59:32+0000

                
                    
                                        
                                        Drinks very expensive. Sent my burger back as was undercooked to be served another one undercooked so didn't eat it but...  was still charged.  Only risotto available for the 4 vegetarians in our party which they had to have and 2 people didn't like or eat it and were not offered anything elseread more
                                    

            

        

                
            
                [image: Scott Fotheringham]            

            
                Scott Fotheringham                2019-02-23T18:37:42+0000

                
                    
                                        
                                        first time been here defo coming back  food was amazing
                                    

            

        

                
            
                [image: John Mckelvie]            

            
                John Mckelvie                2019-02-22T22:02:03+0000

                
                    
                                        
                                        great food and a great service
                                    

            

        

                
            
                [image: Linda Bradshaw]            

            
                Linda Bradshaw                2019-02-18T20:10:00+0000

                
                    
                                        
                                        Stuart was the perfect host , made my mum and me feel 100% taken care of. Very attentive, friendly and good soh. Would...  highly recommend this place, it’s not often you get such great service along with such great food. Thanks Stuart and compliments to the chef Xread more
                                    

            

        

                
            
                [image: Allan Bain]            

            
                Allan Bain                2019-02-17T18:21:29+0000

                
                    
                                        
                                        excellent tasty food and the pudding was amazing. service pleasant
                                    

            

        

                
            
                [image: David Armstrong]            

            
                David Armstrong                2019-02-17T10:31:49+0000

                
                    
                                        
                                        Fantastic food and great service, if you like seafood, the scallops are amazing!!
Highly recommended a visit.
                                    

            

        

                
            
                [image: Kim McColgan]            

            
                Kim McColgan                2019-02-16T18:56:13+0000

                
                    
                                        
                                        Staff friendly 
Food to die for x
                                    

            

        

                
            
                [image: Robert Roberts]            

            
                Robert Roberts                2019-02-16T16:51:28+0000

                
                    
                                        
                                        great place brilliant staff great food  own lager best about could stay here all night
                                    

            

        

                
            
                [image: Karen Currie]            

            
                Karen Currie                2019-02-16T15:33:01+0000

                
                    
                                        
                                        First time in here definitely will be back cosy wee place and the food amazing
                                    

            

        

                
            
                [image: Lynette Nichol]            

            
                Lynette Nichol                2019-02-16T13:12:19+0000

                
                    
                                        
                                        Great food and atmosphere, lovely staff � x
                                    

            

        

                
            
                [image: Alice Boyne]            

            
                Alice Boyne                2019-02-16T11:06:51+0000

                
                    
                                        
                                        Amazing food and service! Staff we're very welcoming would highly reccomend the tomahawk if your feeling hungry cooked...  to perfection! Keep up the good work mini grill!read more
                                    

            

        

                
            
                [image: Matthew Stroud]            

            
                Matthew Stroud                2019-02-16T08:05:04+0000

                
                    
                                        
                                        Service was slow but friendly. 
The tables are small and very close together so a little uncomfortable. 
Food was ok...  but there are loads of great steak places around that are much better.read more
                                    

            

        

                
            
                [image: Lynsey Armstrong]            

            
                Lynsey Armstrong                2019-02-10T10:55:59+0000

                
                    
                                        
                                        The food was fresh and to die for!! Waiting staff were really friendly, we will go back again!!
                                    

            

        

                
            
                [image: Sian Rees]            

            
                Sian Rees                2019-02-10T00:39:33+0000

                
                    
                                        
                                        Great food, fabulous service - worth driving from Carlisle for x
                                    

            

        

                
            
                [image: Viktória Pethő]            

            
                Viktória Pethő                2018-07-28T20:28:32+0000

                
                    
                                        
                                        We had dinner here three times in a row. Place is nice, food is good and staff is welcoming.
                                    

            

        

                
            
                [image: Claudiu Ghituica]            

            
                Claudiu Ghituica                2018-07-20T19:58:14+0000

                
                    
                                        
                                        Fabulous! �
                                    

            

        

                
            
                [image: Sherri Mallov]            

            
                Sherri Mallov                2018-07-16T19:57:44+0000

                
                    
                                        
                                        My husband and I shared the Chateaubriand last Saturday night. Magnificent meal, great service, lovely spot!
                                    

            

        

                
            
                [image: Paul Oneil]            

            
                Paul Oneil                2018-07-13T18:24:32+0000

                
                    
                                        
                                        Just been and had 1 of best steaks ive ever had i cannot wait to go back to this place for another lovely meal ...
                                    

            

        

                
            
                [image: Michael Bell]            

            
                Michael Bell                2018-07-13T03:02:54+0000

                
                    
                                        
                                        I really enjoyed my meal at the mini grill, the food is absolutely fantastic, I chose the vegetarian risotto which was...  excellent. I can’t recommend this venue highly enough. Definitely worth a visit, has to be one of the best restaurants in Glasgow.read more
                                    

            

        

                
            
                [image: Diane Copland]            

            
                Diane Copland                2018-07-07T17:22:32+0000

                
                    
                                        
                                        Great place food amazing will be back
                                    

            

        

                
            
                [image: Sharon Kelly]            

            
                Sharon Kelly                2018-06-15T17:23:51+0000

                
                    
                                        
                                    

            

        

                
            
                [image: Wilma Compagne]            

            
                Wilma Compagne                2018-06-11T18:06:46+0000

                
                    
                                        
                                        I love it.  Cosy. Informal. Good food
                                    

            

        

                
            
                [image: Ross Hastie]            

            
                Ross Hastie                2018-06-09T16:55:12+0000

                
                    
                                        
                                        I honestly wish I could score Mini Grill higher than 5 stars. Without a doubt the best munch I've ever had in Scotland!...  We had three different starters and three different mains and absolutely everything was cooked to perfection and the flavours were out of this world.

Well done guys, top marks! Will definitely be back!read more
                                    

            

        

                
            
                [image: Kathryn Lyon]            

            
                Kathryn Lyon                2018-05-26T22:35:32+0000

                
                    
                                        
                                        Searched for a restaurant near king's theatre & what a gem of a place we found here. Would highly recommend this place...  �% most definitely be back�read more
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                Boris Djuric                2018-05-10T22:05:04+0000
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                Irene Manclark                2018-04-30T13:53:51+0000

                
                    
                                        
                                    

            

        

                
            
                [image: Lauren Shaw]            

            
                Lauren Shaw                2018-04-15T07:17:52+0000

                
                    
                                        
                                        Tasty delicious food in a small but perfectly formed dining room x
                                    

            

        

                
            
                [image: Catriona Davidson]            

            
                Catriona Davidson                2018-04-14T16:33:48+0000

                
                    
                                        
                                        Fabulous food. First visit there & will be back. Ideal location for Kings Theatre.
                                    

            

        

                
            
                [image: Mick Harrington]            

            
                Mick Harrington                2018-04-06T16:18:42+0000

                
                    
                                        
                                        Had a fantastic meal here last night, food was excellent,service was great but £9.50 for a glass of red , c’mon.
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                Christine Kucelin                2018-04-05T21:28:29+0000

                
                    
                                        
                                    

            

        

                
            
                [image: Erik Koppenol]            

            
                Erik Koppenol                2018-03-29T20:15:00+0000

                
                    
                                        
                                        In one word? Perfect! We had the Chateau Briand and the Venison. Both very tasty and well presented. The staff was...  excellent!read more
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                Matt Smith                2018-03-25T16:46:16+0000

                
                    
                                        
                                    

            

        

                
            
                [image: Tracey Fairbairn]            

            
                Tracey Fairbairn                2018-03-24T17:01:15+0000

                
                    
                                        
                                        Brilliant service, brilliant staff, fantastic food 
Great wee find in Glasgow
                                    

            

        

                
            
                [image: Jean Murphy]            

            
                Jean Murphy                2018-03-12T16:51:02+0000

                
                    
                                        
                                        Was there yesterday with my 5 daughters and my grandson the food was Excellent and the service the staff were brilliant...  💋read more
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                Jacob Peter                2018-02-26T14:58:14+0000

                
                    
                                        
                                    

            

        

                
            
                [image: Richard Ronnie]            

            
                Richard Ronnie                2018-02-26T14:20:56+0000

                
                    
                                        
                                        Hidden gem on Bath St. Great food, lovely staff.
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                Grahame Kerr                2018-02-25T17:21:45+0000

                
                    
                                        
                                    

            

        

                
            
                [image: Lesley Russell]            

            
                Lesley Russell                2018-02-25T15:26:30+0000

                
                    
                                        
                                        Food was amazing and the staff helpful, chatty and all in all great experience.  We will definitely be back �
                                    

            

        

                
            
                [image: Lynsey Sheridan]            

            
                Lynsey Sheridan                2018-02-18T21:19:33+0000

                
                    
                                        
                                        We had a fabulous dinner last night. The trio of haggis is totes amazeballs! And chateaubriand was one of the best...  we’ve ever tasted. Lovely small but cozy place that we will definitely be back to endure the food coma all over again. Highly recommended!read more
                                    

            

        

                
            
                [image: Heather Fensom]            

            
                Heather Fensom                2018-02-18T16:18:42+0000

                
                    
                                        
                                        I was with friends Saturday 17/02/18 for lunch and will definitely be back to try alacarte menu. The foodwas delicious...  and the place has a very cosy atmosphere. I will be spreading the news about this lovely restaurant.read more
                                    

            

        

                
            
                [image: Muriel McDonald Craig]            

            
                Muriel McDonald Craig                2018-02-18T15:32:11+0000

                
                    
                                        
                                        Went with friends on 17/2/18 on a groupon deal .... food was great and good choice ,  staff were so nice .... will...  definitely be back .... with or without a groupon deal 👌😃read more
                                    

            

        

                
            
                [image: Ann Hindle Brown]            

            
                Ann Hindle Brown                2018-02-17T12:30:36+0000

                
                    
                                        
                                        Fantastic food at a brilliant price. Will definitely be back��.
                                    

            

        

                
            
                [image: Alison Meechan Fraser]            

            
                Alison Meechan Fraser                2018-02-15T10:58:53+0000

                
                    
                                        
                                        Went for lunch yesterday with my husband and son. The noodles in my duck stir fry were undercooked (still hard...  actually) but the duck dumplings were lovely. My sons three cheese macaroni was basically pesto pasta and he didn't like it - this was exchanged no problem, he just had to wait while we started ours. The hand cut chips were lovely and the service was good. Don't think we'd rush back though.read more
                                    

            

        

                
            
                [image: Gayle Shields]            

            
                Gayle Shields                2018-02-11T19:58:40+0000

                
                    
                                        
                                        I was here for the first time last night and absolutely loved it. I had the haggis for starter and fillet for main,...  both were delicious. Such a lovely atmosphere, will definitely be back!read more
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                Amy Frances Smith                2018-02-10T00:12:59+0000

                
                    
                                        
                                        What a brilliant wee place � amazing food! Great and friendly staff, I will definitely be back
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                Tricia Mclaughlin                2018-02-05T00:56:37+0000
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                Anne Lockhart                2018-02-04T19:43:38+0000

                
                    
                                        
                                        Had birthday dinner here with friends. Food was excellent and there was a great atmosphere in the restaurant. Would...  definitely return!read more
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                Katarzyna Mtk                2018-02-01T21:26:41+0000

                
                    
                                        
                                        Just had a meal with my friend there. Simply amazing!
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                Ian Stuart                2018-02-01T19:32:40+0000

                
                    
                                        
                                        Brilliant wee hidden gem on Bath street. 100% recommend this one.  Glasgow Burger was brilliant.
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                Isabel Russell                2018-01-28T22:19:06+0000

                
                    
                                        
                                        Nice relaxing feel about the place. Food was lovely and the staff were friendly. Didn’t feel rushed. Even though they...  were a member of staff down you wouldn’t have known. The staff that were there kept the place ticking over with no problems. Would recommend it for a pre theatre as it’s a short walk to the kings theatre 🎭read more
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                Reta Robertson Clark                2018-01-28T02:30:31+0000

                
                    
                                        
                                        Small and wonderfully welcoming.  Food lovely.  Staff very attentive without being intrusive.  Will definitely go back...  again.read more
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                Paul Zitkus                2018-01-25T11:11:46+0000

                
                    
                                        
                                        Best steak in Glasgow, been twice & had the chateaubriand with my wife and it did not dissapoint. Great cocktails too.
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                                        Great venue with great food and excellent friendly service from staff, food cooked from scratch and it was evident by...  taste and quality.read more
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                Ross Hood                2017-12-15T18:02:56+0000

                
                    
                                        
                                        One of the best meals in Glasgow ��. I’m sure the wife loved getting treated to this on her birthday.
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                Colin McKerracher                2017-12-14T22:14:55+0000

                
                    
                                        
                                        We had our inaugural family Steakfest this evening. Seven guys lookin for great food, efficient and fun staff and a...  relaxed atmosphere to enjoy our special evening. Well,  we found it all at Mini Grill. Congratulations to the staff front and back of the kitchen it was an awesome evening with magical food and a super environment. 
We will be back way before next years Christmas Steakfest 2018.read more
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                Laura Sheppard                2017-11-16T15:03:54+0000

                
                    
                                        
                                        Food was lovely. Would recommend the Glasgow burger. Staff member was really nice. Will defo be back.
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                Jenni Craig                2017-11-13T22:18:49+0000

                
                    
                                        
                                        Second visit to this fabulous little restaurant, service  and food are wonderful. Steaks beautifully cooked with lovely...  proper chips. Chimmichuri sauce garlicky and with a good chilli kick, the red wine sauce delicious. Highly recommended and will visit  again  soon.read more
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                Annie Shegog                2017-11-12T16:55:18+0000

                
                    
                                        
                                        Brilliant food and excellent service you could not ask for more
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                Catriona McGregor                2017-11-12T15:49:28+0000

                
                    
                                        
                                        Was in for lunch and had the bruschetta, hanger steak then honeycomb dessert....all amazing, so fresh! Steak was my...  fav...perfectly cooked 👌🏻 Service was great too...thanks : )read more
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                Pamela McCrory                2017-11-12T15:31:48+0000

                
                    
                                        
                                        Have visited a few times now and the food has always been spot-on. Great, friendly service too but not over-pushy or in...  your face. Great for both couples dinner or group. The honeycomb dessert was ���read more
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                                        What a gorgeous restaurant great staff, amazing food.  Hanger steak cooked just to my liking and hand cut chips just to...  die for.  Highly recommend and will definitely be returning.read more
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                Natalie Morgan                2017-10-16T16:51:04+0000

                
                    
                                        
                                        This is our favourite little restaurant! Friendly and attentive staff make you feel very welcome and the food is always...  perfect. Cocktails are fab too! My favourite is the haggis trio starter - will definitely be back again �read more
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                                        Food was awesome,  steak was perfectly
 cooked and their desert was to die for.   Nice wee place with great staff.
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                                        I’ve been coming here for the last few years and will never get tired of it. The food is always amazing and the...  service is great, love the fillet steak.read more
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                                        Haggis starter was fantastic, Sunday roast was really quite special, staff and service fab
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                Thomas Melville                2017-09-21T19:53:17+0000

                
                    
                                        
                                        Best food in Glasgow city centre by a mile!
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                Chloe Ferrari                2017-09-20T18:38:39+0000

                
                    
                                        
                                        Had a Groupon voucher for 40oz tomahawk steak and prosecco, was the best steak we have ever tasted. Enjoyed our...  evening. Both girl waitresses were very accommodating and lovely! Highly recommend and can't wait to comebackread more
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                Mark Clarke                2017-09-02T20:10:35+0000

                
                    
                                        
                                        The steak was fantastic  best ive had ......lovely meal highly reccomend
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                Darren Robert Scott                2017-08-26T20:53:20+0000

                
                    
                                        
                                        I actually cant fault this place! Amazing food & service with a great chilled out atmosphere. Was pleasently surprised...  as i discovered it via Groupon ! Will definitely make a point of visiting again when im back in Glasgow.. 5 Starsread more
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                Michelle Park                2017-08-26T15:09:27+0000

                
                    
                                        
                                        Fantastic food and fantastic service will defo be back :)
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                Christel de Vos                2017-08-25T15:57:25+0000

                
                    
                                        
                                        Wonderful food! Had a mix of starters and those were excellent
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                Bryony McMullan                2017-08-22T14:08:30+0000

                
                    
                                        
                                        Tried the glasgow burger at the Scottish drinks festival and it was that good we booked a table for the next day and...  been twice more since then. Best burger in Glasgow by far. Food has always been amazing and staff are very friendly and welcoming . Can't recommend highly enoughread more
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                Theodóra Svala Hrefnu Sigurðar                2017-08-21T20:38:39+0000

                
                    
                                        
                                        Perfect! Food and service absolutely lovely. I look forward to coming again  
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                Egill Sverrisson                2017-08-21T20:37:52+0000

                
                    
                                        
                                        Absolutely amazing. Top service, top food, perfect atmosphere. I would reccommend this place to anyone.
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                                        Fantastic food and even better service, would highly recommend!!
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                                        Very good place, very friendly, and the staff who served us (Charlotte) was very professional and friendly. I recommend...  for everyone who wants to go a nice place to eat , woth a great food.read more
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                Liz McMullan                2017-08-07T23:11:55+0000

                
                    
                                        
                                        Tried the Glasgow Burger at The Scottish Drinks Festival and it was amazing - booked it the next night for a birthday...  dinner and the food was superb. Lovely little basement restaurant in Bath Street with very friendly staff. On the day of our visit the waiter was clearly kept busy but he also took time to chat to all the customers as he was working. We are going back next week for another birthday meal. Think we have found our new favorite Glasgow restaurant.read more
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                                        Great food, great atmosphere and great staff! 👌🏼
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                                        The food was unreal but the staff? Phenomenal! Especially Grant but all were lovely. Will be back soon x
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                Emma Jane Robertson                2017-08-05T19:45:22+0000

                
                    
                                        
                                        Visited today, for my son's 15th birthday, with a party of 12 adults and children. Staff were Absolutely incredible!...  Nothing was a hassle and they went out their way to ensure it was an enjoyable experience. The food was absolutely beautiful. Could not fault anything whatsoever! The atmosphere and feel of the place was just lovely! Looking forward to our next visit! Thank you for such an enjoyable meal.read more
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                                        1st class food and service. Loved it and would definitely recommend.
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                                        Lovely food and atmosphere and staff so nice and friendly.  Nothing an effort
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                                        First time visit and will definitely be back.....excellent service and food.....would highly recommend  x
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                                        Superb meal and service! Hidden gem
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                                        Our first time in this lovely restaurant and we will most definitely be back. Staff are just lovely and the food...  excellent. Thank you.read more
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                                        Food was delishes steak was cooked to perfection. Staff were very helpful and friendly will definitely be back
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                                        One of the best steaks I've ever had. Lovely place, great service and reasonable pricing. I'll definitely be back
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                Shelley Hemphill                2017-07-17T11:33:27+0000

                
                    
                                        
                                        My fiance and I had dinner here last night while we had an over night stay in Glasgow. The staff were friendly and the...  atmosphere was great, nice and cosy. The food was excellent, would recommend the haggis starter and the Celebration of Swine main! My other half had the queen scallops and rib eye, both were delicious. One of Glasgow's hidden gems, will definitely be back!read more
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                Tiziana Cimmino                2017-07-16T19:53:19+0000

                
                    
                                        
                                        Mini Grill is a hidden gem. 
We were assisted by Nicole, she welcomed us with a big and genuine smile and she was very...  caring throughout our dinner. 
The food was superb: I had a very tender and juicy steak (even the salad and the mushrooms on the side were outstanding) and my partner had one of the best burgers EVER. 
The place is small but very very cosy! 
We loved it! read more
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                                        Peppercorn sauce is to die For!!! Will definitely be back! ���
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                                        Absolutely great wee find!! Food delicious and staff couldn't have been nicer, more professional or more obliging x...  thank you for a lovely birthday dinner. Definitely be back and recommend to everyone.read more
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                                        Lovely good and excellent service. Nice intimate setting.
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                                        Had a lovely lunch yesterday fillet steak on a  gluten free ciabatti bread with chunky chips. My hubby had the Thai...  green curry  then we had the meringue with honeycomb puff candy and ice cream . Top class we will be back xread more
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                Kirsten Cullen                2017-06-25T19:56:39+0000

                
                    
                                        
                                        When the food is this good you just can't help but keep coming back!!! I'm a bit of a foodie and regularly travel...  through to Edinburgh to sample their Michelin restaurants. Mini Grill is on that level but fortunately in Glasgow � the staff here are some of the nicest you will come across also. 5 star experience in every way �����read more
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                                        Great food, lovely staff and good value for money. Will definitely go back!
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                Moira Fell                2017-06-24T21:00:42+0000

                
                    
                                        
                                        Hubby and I went last night for a meal.
Lovely little place with 3 staff in attendance. 
Had previously been to the...  meat bar and also butchers grill but to be honest, although enjoyed our meals there, I have to say I'd return here first. The banter was so funny within the staff and gave a really relaxed atmosphere where you can easily join in conversation with other guests.  Fantastic food, so tasty and was impressed that we were given the option of a taste of 2 different rose wines when undecided  what to pick. Thanks guys for a great night. Will return again for sure!read more
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                                        Lovely meal & friendly staff well worth a visit x
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                Yvonne Patterson Whitehill                2017-06-23T23:00:28+0000

                
                    
                                        
                                        Fantastic!!!! Food was amazeballs! Try the haggis trio � Craig & Grant were exceptional staff, would defos recommend...  this place. I will be back!!read more
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                Elaine Barrett                2017-06-16T22:35:17+0000

                
                    
                                        
                                        Fab night with friends, Craig and staff helped make our night even better. Great food, thoroughly recommend.
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                                        Lovely meal, good service and cheeky banter make this a really pleasant start to the evening. We'll be back!
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                                        This place is a wee gem on bath street!! Defiantly worth a visit ... The fillet steak was melt in the mouth and the...  Scottish plate was fab. Really great relaxed atmosphere will defo go back 👍🏻😊read more
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                                        Tiny little restaurant. Great food friendly atmosphere..would totally recommend this for somewhere special to eat. Make...  sure you book so not to be disappointedread more
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                                        Checked on Tripadvisor for somewhere near Kings Theatre, absolutely. First class from the place to the staffing and the...  food was to die for. Would highly recommend.read more
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                                        Amazing food and service. We book our annual company nights out here and are always blown away.
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                                        My fav place in town! Amazing food and the best service! Always welcoming defo be back
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                                        First visit and it won't be the last.. found this through Tripadvisor. You won't be disappointed! Food is absolutely...  stunning. Intimate, friendly and amazing food.  What more do you want.  Will be back soon!read more
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                                        First visit today and food superb, great choices expertly cooked and presented. Would highly recommend, was really busy.
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                                        Lovely little place ! V attentive staff & tasty menu would go back !
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                                        Easily the best steak i've had in my life, been in a few times now and the foods been cooked to perfection every time....  You will not leave this place hungry thats for sure. Highly recommend!read more
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                                        Just had a lovely meal with my wife. Service and food top class. Well done and would highly recommend!
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                                        Another fantastic meal and service and staff were 1st class.
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                                        The menu was amazing, a good choice of beers and a great atmosphere! When food arrived it was such a delight! The staff...  were excellent with advice and descriptions, will definitely be returning �read more
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                Kelly McMillan                2017-04-17T09:32:15+0000

                
                    
                                        
                                        Food was lovely really filling great service!!..... my partner had a steak and I got burger only thing negative is the...  wooden skewer that goes through the burger the sharp tip snapped off inside the actual burger so when I was chewing the burger after pulling it out I bit down on the sharp tip not realising it had snapped off inside the burger....  which could of been a lot worse If I had swallowed...

Asides this food quality was excellentread more
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